Abstract Convolution is an important operation in image processing applications, such as edge detection, sharpening and adding blurring. Convolving video streams in real time is a challenging task for PC systems, however, FPGA devices can successfully be used in these tasks. In this article, the design and implementation of a reconfigurable FPGA architecture for 2D-convolution filtering is described. The filtered frames are calculated at a rate of 103 frames per second for images up to 1200 Â 720 pixel resolution. Using a shift-based arithmetic and circular buffers, the developed FPGA architecture allows to reduce the hardware resource consumption up to 98 % compared to the conventional convolution implementations, provides high speed processing and enables to manage large number of different convolution kernels. On the other hand, using the CAPH language, it is possible to reduce the design time up to 75 % compared to the plain VHDL design. Furthermore, to maintain high flexibility in concordance with the input video, the developed hardware allows to configure the resolution of the input images with values of 3 Â Y up to 1200 Â Y, and allows scalability for different sizes of convolution kernels of simple and systematic form. Finally, the developed FPGA architecture for the proposed method was implemented and validated in an FPGA Cyclone II EP2C35F672C6 embedded in an Altera development board DE2.
Introduction
Digital image processing involves procedures that are normally expressed in the form of algorithms. With the exception of image acquisition and representation, most functions of image processing can be implemented in software. The reason for using specialized hardware in image processing is due to need for higher speed processing in several applications such as, low-light microscopy, object recognition, computer vision and robotics [1, 2, 5, 9, 34, 12, 15, 33] .
The bus architecture on most computers, except in a few high performance computers with embedded specialized image processing technology (for example CUDA technology or another GPU technology), does not allow to use the data rate required for real-time applications. Due to high speed requirements, most of the current real-time image processing systems consist of a combination of computers, peripherals and specialized image processing hardware, such as FPGA devices or GPGPU devices. In most cases, the overall operation is controlled by software running on the host computer or embedded processor when the FPGA or GPGPU has one [17, 18] .
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Spatial-domain convolution filters
2D-convolution is an important concept in several areas of math and engineering including computer vision, digital image processing for medical applications, statistics applications and object recognition [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10-34, 13, 14, 16, 23, 28, 33] . Convolution operates on two signals in 1D filtering operation or two images in 2D filtering operation. In case of 2D-convolution, one image is defined as the input signal or input image and the other, called kernel, is defined as a filter on the input image, producing an output image. Hence, 2D-convolution takes two images as input and produces a third image as output.
Due to 2D-convolution is the type of convolution used for digital image processing, we will concentrate on the discrete 2D-convolution. 2D-convolution between an image I and a convolution mask M of order n is defined as shown in Eq. 1, where w ¼ ðn-1) / 2 [17, 18] .
Cðx; yÞ ¼ X u¼w;v¼w u¼Àw;v¼Àw
Iðx þ u; y þ vÞ
By applying Eq. 1, the convolution operation calculates the intensity value of an image pixel. The resulting pixel is computed considering the pixels from the vicinity and based on the weights of the elements of a spatial filter or kernel whose dimensions are equal to the vicinity of the image to be processed. Each of the elements of the kernel is multiplied with the corresponding value of the vicinity of the original image. Then, the sum of products corresponds to the value of the pixel in the new image. Each of the pixels of the vicinity contributes with its own value and a percentage to calculate the new pixel, Fig. 1 [17, 18] .
The CAPH language
CAPH [24] [25] [26] [27] is a domain-specific language suited to the description and implementation of stream-processing applications on FPGAs. CAPH relies upon the actor/dataflow model of computation. Applications are described as networks of purely dataflow actors exchanging tokens through unidirectional channels. The behavior of each actor is defined as a set of transition rules using pattern matching. The CAPH suite of tools currently comprises a reference interpreter and a compiler producing both Systemic and synthesizable VHDL code. These tools allow to reduce the design time and enable high level programing compared with the conventional VHDL design.
Related works
In aeronautical and automotive applications, image processing systems with high speed processing are required.
To reduce cost, it is necessary to perform several preprocessing algorithms like 2D-convolution in dedicated hardware such as FPGA devices. Therefore, several FPGA implementations for 2D-convolution have been reported in the literature. In [21] , it is presented an FPGA edge filter based on an image convolution in which color images are convolved with a pair kernels with quaternion coefficients. When the developed filter is applied to a color image, the filter converts areas of smoothly varying color to shades of grey and generates colors in regions where edges occur in the image. An FPGA filter based on convolution with hypercomplex masks was introduced by authors of [22] . Three color edge filters inspired by the Prewitt, Sobel and Kirsch filters was presented. The presented filters produce an almost grayscale image with color edges when the original image presents a sharp change of color. Authors of [5] present a two-dimensional system approach exploiting dynamic and partial reconfiguration to adapt the system architecture to the current requirements of image processing applications. The developed FPGA architecture allows adapting the processing elements as well as the communication infrastructure. The authors performed the convolution operation for a 384 Â 286 pixel resolution images with a 1.69 ms runtime and a 5Â5 convolution kernel. Finally, in [6] , the design of 2D-convolution filters with large kernels, up to 50Â50 coefficients, using the Impulse CoDeveloper TM high level synthesis (HLS) tool is described. The authors provide a practical guide for designers willing to make the most of an HLS tool like Impulse CoDeveloper, and compare the results, in terms of area utilization, minimum clock period and power consumption, with implementations developed using lower-level design tools. The results show that RTL-based implementations can achieve higher performance than CoDeveloper-based ones. However, CoDeveloper can meet the high performance requirements of the most demanding real-time applications, but with less effort and shorter design cycles.
Motivation
In practice, the convolution operation Eq. 1 consists of a sum of products. However, when the algorithms are implemented in dedicated hardware such as FPGA devices, a high hardware resource consumption is required. In addition, due to elements of the convolution kernel 2 R the computation of products with fixed point numbers is required, which increases the consumption of the hardware resources.
Even if the IEEE's optimized fixed point libraries are used, the product operation maintains a high hardware resource demand. Hence, it is possible to affirm that the problem resides in the product operation. The high hardware resource demand was our main motivation to search ways in which the product operation is substituted by other operation which allows simple HDL implementation and enables to process the majority of the kernels using in industrial applications that involves convolution operations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the proposed algorithm for the real-time convolution operation. In Sect. 3, it is detailed the design via the CAPH language for the proposed algorithm's FPGA architecture. In addition, a review and analysis about the CAPH language are shown. Experimental results for different filters, a comparison regarding different multiplication algorithms reported in the literature and a validation via MatLab is reported in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this article.
The proposed method
Main objective is to demonstrate three contributions by investigating an FPGA architecture for a 2D-convolution filter described with the CAPH language. First, it is proposed a shift-based arithmetic which allows high flexibility regarding the convolution operation and enables both reduction of the hardware resources consumption (up to 98 %) and high speed processing, appropriate for real-time image processing systems. The filtered images are calculated at a rate of 103 frames per second for images up to 1200 Â 720 pixel resolution. The novelty lies in the design of the FPGA architecture for the proposed method. By the use of strategies such as the use of shift-based operators and kernels coefficients defined as AE
, it is possible to manage large number of different convolution kernels and maintain low hardware resources consumption. Furthermore, to maintain high flexibility regarding the input video, the developed hardware allows to configure the resolution of the input images with values of 3 Â Y up to 1200 Â Y 8Y 2 N, allows to configure the kernel order with a values 8a 2 N and allows scalability for different sizes of convolution kernel and input image resolution using a simple and systematic form. Finally, the proposed method performance enables the resulting hardware can be implemented to a wide range of real-time image processing applications.
Second, we study the advantages and disadvantages regarding the CAPH language and its flexibility with respect to synthesizable VHDL source codes. Third, we provide a practical guide for developers willing to design and implement real-time image processing systems via the CAPH language.
The shift-based arithmetic
Considering a convolution kernel M of ðn Ã 2Þ þ 1 Â ðn Ã 2Þ þ 1 8n 2 N, defined by coefficients in the form m i;j ¼ AE
(bpp); all convolution kernel can be expressed as three matrices, A; B and C, as shown in Eq. 2.
In Eq. 3, one kernel and its AE
representation is shown, while, in Eq. 4, the corresponding A; B and C matrices for the selected kernel are shown. A is the sum of the k values of the numerator and denominator for the m i;j elements. B is the sign of the m i;j elements defined by Eq. 5 and C is defined as shown in Eq. 6. 
À1
By applying the H and T operators, the convolution operation between a G image and a M convolution kernel can be expressed by the C operator as shown in Eq. 9.
Where g i;j represents the gray scale value of the (i, j) pixel of the G image, expressed by one k bit register. n represents the order of the convolution kernel. b x;y are the elements of the B matrix for the M kernel. A, B and C are the A; B and C matrices for the M kernel, respectively. & applies a concatenation between registers, and x, y are defined by Eqs. 10 and 11. Finally, the convolution output image Q for a G input image with horizontal resolution equal to r 1 , vertical resolution equal to r 2 and a M convolution kernel of type AE
can be computed as shown in Eq. 12. x;y;A fg iþu;jþv gg ð9Þ
qði; jÞ ¼ X
CfGg ð12Þ
Performance and limitations
Before applying the proposed method, it is necessary to define some restrictions and limitations. First, the proposed method only is applicable if all the coefficients of the kernel can be expressed in the form AE , while a kernel with coefficients such as 0.25, 0.50 or 0.125 are permissible. The use of kernel's coefficients defined by powers of two limits the scope of the proposed method. However, several applications such as gauss filtering, edge filtering, sharpened operation and pyramidal reduction can be successfully applied by using the proposed method. On the other hand, some applications such as Gabor filtering or another directional filter cannot take advantages by applying the proposed method. Second, all the coefficients of the kernel have to be simplified, i.e., an coefficient equal to and so on. Finally, a consideration for the zero value must be addressed. In all cases, the zero value for any coefficient from the kernel will be defined as On the other hand, the most important difference and advantage of the proposed method is to avoid the calculation of products and floating point operations, allowing to use large number of different convolution kernels with positive or negative coefficients for integers and fractional numbers. As a result, the proposed method can maintain a high flexibility regarding the possible different input convolution kernels, near to 1 Â 10 19 for kernels of order 3. In addition, the proposed method enables parallel implementation, suitable for FPGA devices.
FPGA architecture
An overview of the developed FPGA architecture is shown in Fig. 2 . This architecture consists of three inputs. The values corresponding to the horizontal resolution of the video sequence, size of the convolution kernel and the coefficients of the kernel are sent via logical vectors to the FPGA architecture, settings input. The clk pixel input is defined as the pixel rate of the input image while the input pixel½7 : 0 input is defined as grayscale values of pixels from the input image. On the other hand, the filtered pixels are placed in a logical vector of 8 bits size, output pixel ½7 : 0 output. 
The CAPH design
The main difference between conventional HDL design and the CAPH design is the form by define behavior of the modules. In any HDL language such as VHDL or Verilog languages, behavior of the modules is defined via digital approach. Digital approach forces the user knowledge about digital electronics issues such as clock signals, control signals, state machines and RTL description. In addition, in some cases time diagrams and propagation analysis must be applied. Requirements for electronic issues coupled with low level programing presented in the HDL design limit the scope. In most cases, electronic, mechatronic or another similar specialists perform the HDL design process.
On the other hand, CAPH uses a design based on high level design. High level design avoids digital electronics issues. The modules called actors are defined via transition rules. Each rule defines an HDL process and his control signals. However, signals placement and process definition are performed in automatic form by the CAPH environment. User only requires knowledge about structured programming. In addition, the CAPH programing syntax and operators are similar to the C language, therefore, any user with general programming knowledge could develop FPGA architectures, which increases the scope regarding the conventional HDL design. Finally, considering the high level design which avoids the electronics optimization stage such as time diagrams and propagation analysis, it is possible to decrease the design time.
In Fig. 3 , the general diagram for the developed FPGA architecture is shown. The developed CAPH design consists of two stages. In the first stage, the circular_buffer stage stores the necessary data to computing the convolution operation for the input settings. The resol [10:0] input is defined as the horizontal pixel resolution for the input frame while the pixel [7: 0] input contains the grayscale value for one pixel from the input frame and the clk input defines the pixel rate. On the other hand, in the second stage, the reconfigurable_convolution stage, the pixels and coefficients for the convolution kernel, pix Á Á Á [7:0] and a(i,j) [3:0] , b(i,j) and c(i,j), respectively, are used to compute the convolution operation via the proposed method. Finally, the convolution result is placed in the output pixel 81 Â[16:0] output. In the following subsections, the details about the developed design are presented.
The circular_buffer stage
All 2D-convolution operations involve passing a 2D kernel over an image, and carrying out a calculation at each position of the kernel. In this way, image memory must be accessed several times to complete a computation. For processing purposes, the conventional approach is to store the entire input image into a frame buffer, access the neighborhoods pixels and apply the convolution operation needed to produce the output image. If real-time processing is required, considering an n 9 n kernel, n 9 n pixel values are needed to perform the computations each time the kernel is moved and each pixel in the image is read up to n 9 n times. The memory bandwidth constraints make impossible to obtain all pixels stored in the memory in only one clock cycle, unless any kind of local caching is performed.
Conventional approaches are characterized by their abundant memory directly connected to each processing element. However, we proposed the use of a circular buffer schema [19, 20] . Using pointers of memory address, it is possible to keep track of the elements being processed. Input data from the previous n rows can be stored using the memory buffers till the moment when the kernel is scanned along subsequent rows. To reuse hardware resources when new image data is processed, a shift mechanism between buffer rows is used. Data inside the buffer can be accessed in parallel and each input pixel is fed only once to the FPGA device. Buffer elements synchronize the supply of input pixel values to the processing elements. Furthermore, image buffers allow performing several window operators in parallel and enable the possibility to carry out computations with local data. Instead of sliding the kernel across the image, this implementation feeds the image through the kernel as shown in Fig. 4 . To implement the circular buffer scheme in the CAPH language, the use of the ram_driver and data actors is proposed, Fig. 3 . Although the circular buffer schema allows to store n horizontal lines and the maximum kernel size could be set as n, design a reconfigurable FPGA architecture with a large maximum kernel size implies extensive source codes. Furthermore, the majority of the industrial applications use kernels sizes with values between 3 9 3 to 13 9 13. Hence, for practical purposes, in the developed FPGA architecture the maximum kernel size is set as 9 9 9, enabling to process kernels up to 9 9 9.
Considering the maximum kernel size as 9 9 9, the ram_driver actor manages an array of 10 BRAM cores assigning to each one the corresponding address and the write-read value. The BRAM cores consists of a synchronous single-port block-ram unit. This cores were designed via MegaWizard Plug-In Manager-Quartus II. The design settings were assigned as: type = synchronous, width = 8, depth = 1200, operation type = single port and all others parameters were defined as default. These parameters allow to store the gray scale values for each pixel contained in a horizontal line from input images up to 1200 horizontal resolution with 8 bits per pixel (bpp). The use of an BRAM core array enables to read the grayscale values of the pixels contained in n horizontal lines from an image, see Table 1 .
The ram_driver actor consists of one input, (resol) input, corresponding to the horizontal resolution of the input image and two outputs, re_wr and direc. The re_wr output consists of a logic vector with 10 bits of size, the write-read value of each of the BRAMs is determined by each one of the bits of the logic vector. The direc output consist on a logic vector with 11 bits of size that corresponds to the read/write address for all the BRAM cores. The maximum horizontal resolution for the input image is set as 1200 pixels. Hence, the maximum possible value for the direc output is 1199.
In Fig. 5 , the source code for the ram_driver actor is presented. As can be seen, the CAPH programing possesses design sequence like structured programing. The CPAH design sequence could be divided into five stages. In the input/output declaration stage, the input/output definitions for a particular actor must be addressed. In the CAPH environment, it is possible to define multiple actors in same source file. Hence, the input/output declaration stage and the second, and third stages must be performed for each actor defined in the file. The second stage addresses the variable declaration used into an actor. Then, in third stage, the transition rules for an actor must be defined. After, in the fourth stage, the input/output for the general CAPH design must be specified. Finally, in the fifth stage, the instantiation process between actors defined in the source code could be performed. The ram_driver actor consists of two transition rules. First, increments the initial value of the read/ write address for all the BRAM cores, and manages the re_wr and direc outputs, Fig. 3 . The second rule, assigns initial values for the variables used in the ram_ram_driver actor. Due to each BRAM core only provides the pixel value of one pixel of the horizontal line stored inside them, to access the others horizontal values necessary for the convolution operation, the use of the data actor is proposed , Fig. 3 . The data actor consists of one transition rule. Applying this, the values of one pixel for the nine lines are read in parallel at any time instant and placed in the outputs 1-9 of the data actor, then this values are placed in the outputs 10-18 and the new read data are placed in the outputs 1-9. This process is repeated until storage of the 81 pixels for the 9 9 9 selected kernel size is completed.
The reconfigurable convolution stage
The reconfigurable_convolution stage, Fig. 3 , comprised three different actors. First, n Â n shift actors performs the corresponding shifts regarding each of pixels in the kernel, Eq. 7. The values of the A and C matrices serve as inputs of the shift actors, a(i,j)[3:0] and b(i,j), respectively. To perform the right shift over large grayscale values for the input pixels, all input pixel values are placed in registers of 16 bits of depth. Shift actor consists of two rules, these rules represent the two possible solutions of Eq. 7, sll or srl. Then, n Â n two's_complement actors perform the corresponding complements regarding each pixels in the kernel, Eq. 8. The values of the B matrix and the outputs of the shift actors serve as inputs of the two's_complement actors. The two's_complement actor consists iof two transition rules, the rules represent the two possible solutions of Eq. 8. Considering the size of the input pixels as 16 bits, Eq. 8 can be simplified as shown in Eq. 13. After, all values generated by the two's_comple-ment actors are concatenated with the coefficients of the B matrix. Finally, the adder actor performed the sum of all input pixels via one signed-sum unit defined in one transaction rule. To assign lines in the outputs of the data actor in ascending form, i.e., line1½7 : 0 = input image line number l, line2½7 : 0 = input image line number l ? 1, . . ., line9½7 : 0 = input image line number l ? 8, the outputs from the BRAM cores in read mode are assigned to the outputs of the data actor as seen in Table 2 , the first column corresponds to the output w=r½n þ 1 : 0 of the ram_driver actor, the second column corresponds to the numbers of the BRAM cores assigned to the outputs of the data actor while in Fig. 3 , the instantiations between the BRAM cores and the data_actor is shown.
Results and discussion

CAPH's performance and limitations
CAPH language has several advantages regarding the conventional HDL design. First, the CAPH language takes advantages regarding the conventional HDL languages due to the possibility to avoid digital approach which involves time requirements and control signals definitions. In addition, CAPH allows a high level programing and enables to export to synthesizable VHDL code the source code. In addition, CAPH allows to use most of the synthesizable VHDL operators such as shifts and arithmetic operations.
Other advantage for to the CAPH language is the optimized operators for arithmetic operations. Several arithmetic operators such as ?,-,*,/ and sqrt produced VHDL optimized codes. It is useful when complex arithmetic operations such as products, quotients and radicals need to be implemented in FPGA devices. CAPH performance regarding instantiation is limited. In general, it is possible to instantiate between actors contained in the same source file. However, this process is complex in comparison with the design of the actors and considering the CAPH 2.3 version (released in July 2014), CAPH does not allow instantiation for actors defined in different source files. In addition, when the source code of the actors is considerable, define multiple actors in the same source file are not practical. Furthermore, although the majority of the CAPH instructions are exportable to VHDL, other limitations are operations between floating points and lack of low level programing operations such as concatenation between registers and operations between bits of a register.
General performance of the developed FPGA architecture
The main characteristics and differences between the developed FPGA architecture and all the FPGA convolution architectures reported in the literature are two. First, the possibility to process different resolution regarding input video stream without have to re-synthesize the developed hardware. Second, the possibility to applying different sizes or coefficients for the convolution kernel without have to re-synthesize the developed hardware. In  Fig. 6 , the coefficient distribution of the used convolution kernel is shown. As can be seen, the central pixel corresponds to the 41 index. All the possible kernels must be centered in the central pixel, e.g., a 3 9 3 kernel must contain the pixels with the indexes equal to 31-33, 40-42 and 49-51, while a 5 9 5 kernel must contain the pixels with the indexes equal to 21-25, 30-34, 39-43, 48-52, and 57-61. In addition, to validate the functionality for each of the four tests presented in Fig. 7 , a convolution script that operates considering Eq. 1 was designed in MatLab. The output images for the same convolution kernels are stored image generated for the proposed convolution method. x is the horizontal resolution of the input image. y is the vertical resolution of the input image. N is set as x Ã y and D w is set as 0.01. In Fig. 8 , the results of this validation are shown. 
Simulation results
By analyzing Fig. 8 , it is possible to affirm the correct functionality of the FPGA architecture. The first test, Fig. 7 a-c, involves anything operation due to the selected kernel is the identity kernel. In this case, both errors r and w must be zero as shown in Fig. 8, therefore , it is possible to affirm the correct functionality of the developed FPGA architecture. On the other hand, due to decimal representation of the tests performed in MatLab in contrast to the integer representation used in the ModelSim-Altera simulations, small error values for the second-fourth tests (Fig. 7d-l) are expected. However, due the r and w values obtained for these tests, close to zero, it is possible to ensure the correct functionality of all actors and cores in the FPGA architecture.
To evaluate the performance of the developed FPGA architecture, several comparisons between different approaches for the conventional convolution method are presented. For this purpose, the developed FPGA architecture (Fig. 3) was modified as shown in Fig. 10 . The modification consists of replacing any shift_actor and two's_ complement_actor by one multiplication_ actor.
The multiplication_ actor performs the multiplication operation between the pixels and coefficients in the convolution kernel, pix Á Á Á [7:0] and k (x,y), respectively. Due to conventional multiplication stage and the proposed reconfigurable convolution stage do not require memory bits consumption, only comparisons between logic elements requirements were conducted, Fig. 9 . IEEE approach consists of multiplication modules designed using the specialized fixed point libraries developed by IEEE. Sequential multiplication modules presented by Stevenson [30] are implemented in sequential approach. Booth approach uses the multiplication module presented by Takagi et al. [32] . In CSA Wallace-Tree approach, the schema proposed by Wallace [31] is implemented. Finally, in recursive approach, the architecture proposed by SinghParihar and Reddy [29] which consists of an optimized low level multiplication unit is used.
By analyzing Fig. 9 , it is possible to affirm that even if the most efficient multiplication algorithms are used, the multiplication operation maintains a high hardware resources consumption. However, due to the proposed method consists of a shift-based arithmetic any FPGA device can take advantages by applying shift operations. Shift operations are low level operations which involve only one digital element in contrast with multiplication operations which involves several digital elements such as adders and logical elements (and or and so on), which increase the hardware resources consumption. As can be seen, if the proposed method is applied the hardware resources requirements can be reduced up to 98 %. Reduction regarding the hardware resources requirements is very useful in autonomous applications such as robotic applications, where the use of small FPGA devices that implies relatively few hardware resources is needed. On the other hand, any real-time application will take advantages if the hardware resources usage decreases. Due to, in most of the image processing systems such as low-light microscopy, object recognition and computer vision [3, 7 8, 10, 14] ; a high speed processing is required, other parameter considered to evaluate performance is speed processing. In Table 4 , processing speed comparisons between the same approaches presented in Fig. 9 and the proposed method are presented. On the other hand, in Table 3 processing speed comparisons for the developed architecture regarding different input image resolution are shown. As can be observed, the proposed reconfigurable_convolution stage allows to maintain processing speed close or equal to the processing speed of all the compared multiplication methods. Furthermore, the developed FPGA architecture enables high speed processing for different resolutions of input video streams, Table 3 , which increases the scope of the developed convolution unit. Finally, in Table 5 , the hardware resource consumption for the developed FPGA convolution unit is shown. 
Implementation results
Post-synthesis implementation
The developed architecture was implemented in an FPGA Cyclone IIEP2C35F672C6 embedded in an Altera development board DE2. The maximum clock frequency was defined as 50 MHz. To validate the implementation, the frame_generator and the settings modules were designed, 
Real-time implementation
To ensure real-time processing for the developed FPGA architecture, other FPGA implementation with maximum clock frequency set as 50 MHz was performed, Fig. 13 . A TRDB DC2 board was connected in the first port of expansion of the DE2 as video acquisition device. TRDB DC2 board provides images of 1280 Â 1024 pixel resolution in RGB scale at rate of 30 frames per second. To determine the value in gray scale of the input images the value of the green channel is used as gray scale value. The filtered output for the selected kernel was shown in a 4,3'' LCD screen of 800Â480 pixel resolution of the terasIC brand connected to the second port of expansion of the DE2 board, Fig. 14 . In this implementation first, the acquisition module provides grayscale values from pixels contained in frames from an input video stream, pixel 
Conclusions
In this article, a new method for the 2D-convolution operation in real-time has been presented. In this method, floating point operations are translated into low level operations between registers. Low level operations allow to reduce the hardware resources consumption, near to 98 % compared to the conventional convolution implementations. In addition, the developed FPGA architecture was designed via the CAPH compiler. Due to high level programing and avoidance to use electronic digital approach that involves time diagrams and propagation analysis, CAPH enables to reduce design time near to 75 % compared to the plain VHDL design. The developed FPGA convolution unit allows to maintaining high flexibility regarding the possible different input convolution kernels, near to 1 Â 10 19 for kernels of order 3, 7 Â 10 179 for kernels of order 9 and high speed processing. High speed processing and high flexibility regarding the convolution kernel enable the developed convolution unit to be implemented to a wide range of real-time image processing applications. To validate functionality, post-synthesis simulations of the developed FPGA architecture have been performed. Furthermore, the architecture was implemented in an FPGA Cyclone II EP2C35F672C6 embedded in a development board DE2 of Altera. In all cases, high accuracy level has been observed.
One purpose of this research was to explore the potential of the CAPH language for complex image processing tasks, therefore, the FPGA architecture for the proposed method was performed in the CAPH environment. Only one important limitation was detected in this research, flexibility for instantiation process. However, a VHDL instantiation file designed in the Altera VHDL tools or another VHDL design tool solves this inconvenience.
Finally, an important characteristic of the presented architecture is scalability. All the actors, sub-actors and cores that integrate the FPGA architecture allow adaptation to work with convolution kernel of size major than the 9Â9 kernel, and horizontal video resolution larger than the 1200 resolution which were the values used in the developed FPGA architecture. Consequently, it is possible to configure a wide variety of filters with appropriate values to the characteristics of the input video sequence and the user requirements. 
